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I. INTRODUCTION1

A. IDENTIFICATION OF WITNESS2

Q. What is your full name and business address?3

A. My name is Kevin W. Kirby.  My business address is 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, 4

Illinois 60563.5

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?6

A. I am employed by Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor 7

Gas” or the “Company”) as its Vice President, Customer Care.8

B. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE9

Q. What are your duties in your position with the Company?10

A. The Company’s Customer Care business unit includes customer service functions such as 11

billing, remittance, credit and collections, call and contact center, customer relations, 12

commercial/industrial business customer support, the gas transportation customer service 13

group and energy efficiency operations.  As Vice President, Customer Care, I am 14

responsible for the executive management of these functions.  Within the Customer Care 15

business unit I also oversee project managers who manage capital projects that support 16

areas within my responsibility and certain other areas of the Company.17

Q. What is your professional background?18

A. I joined the Company in 1984.  From 1984 to 2002 I held several positions with the 19

Company including Supervisor Special Services, Meter Reading Supervisor, Personnel 20

Consultant, Labor Relations Consultant, Supervisor Credit and Collections, Director of 21

Division Personnel, Sr. Manager Customer Service, Sr. Manager Operations, Sr. Manager 22
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Centralized Dispatching, Sr. Manager Call and Contact Center and General Manager 23

New Customer Additions.  From mid 2002 until mid 2003 I was on temporary 24

assignment helping to wind down Nicor Energy LLC, which ceased operations, first as 25

Vice President, then as President.  In May of 2003, I returned to Nicor Gas as Assistant 26

Vice President Customer Care Technology, and in June of 2006 I was promoted to my 27

current position, Vice President of Customer Care, Nicor Gas.  I am also a member of the 28

American Gas Association.29

Q. What is your educational background?30

A. I obtained my Bachelor’s degree from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 31

in 1980.  I obtained my Master’s degree in Business Administration (Executive Program) 32

from Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois in 2003.33

C. PURPOSE AND CONCLUSIONS OF TESTIMONY34

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?35

A. My rebuttal testimony responds generally to the proposals of various intervenor witnesses 36

to rewrite Part 280.  I also respond to the rebuttal panel testimony of Illinois Commerce 37

Commission (“Commission”) Staff witnesses Jim Agnew and Joan Howard.  38

Specifically, I address their proposed amendment to Section 280.60(e) regarding the 39

allocation of partial payments, and their supporting testimony.  In addition, I respond to 40

the direct testimony of Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. (“CNE”) witness David I. Fein and 41

Nicor Energy Services Company, d/b/a Nicor National (“Nicor National”) and Prairie 42

Point Energy, LLC d/b/a Nicor Advanced Energy, L.L.C. (“NAE”) witness Lisa Pishevar 43

addressing that same issue.  In particular, my testimony addresses the following:44
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 Various proposed revisions to Part 280 effectively seek to micromanage utility 45

operations.  Not only is this inappropriate, but such proposals also seek to remedy a 46

problem that does not exist, while burdening utilities and the customers with 47

unnecessary expenses. 48

 The concerns, issues and problems that will result from the Commission Staff’s 49

(“Staff”) proposed changes to the partial payment allocation algorithm contained in 50

their proposed Section 280.60(e).  In particular, I address:  (1) whether such a drastic 51

change is necessary; (2) omissions and oversights in this new priority scheme; (3) the 52

potential and likely unintended results and consequences of these omissions and 53

oversights, the likely customer impacts—both specific and general—of the proposed 54

changes; (4) the difficulty that would be encountered in implementing this new partial 55

payment allocation algorithm; and (5) the high cost to implement the new algorithm.56

 The negative impacts of adopting the new proposed partial payment allocation 57

algorithm on current as well as future utility bill innovations, some of which are 58

statutorily required.  I also address the likely impact of the new proposed algorithm 59

on third party providers of various services.60

 In the event Staff continues to insist on a new partial payment algorithm, Nicor Gas 61

proposes an alternative partial payment allocation algorithm for consideration that 62

would avoid or reduce the issues and concerns identified in my testimony.63

Q. Please summarize your conclusions.64

A. At a high level, many of the Staff and Intervenor proposals seek to micromanage a 65

utility’s operations.  As described in my rebuttal testimony, and in the rebuttal testimony 66
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of Nicor Gas witnesses David Lukowicz and Sharon Grove, they propose amendments to 67

the rule without identifying real problems that necessitate such amendments.  Not only 68

are such proposals unnecessary, they will impose unnecessary costs and complexity on 69

utilities and customers alike.70

More specifically, I conclude that the new partial payment allocation algorithm 71

contained in Staff’s rebuttal testimony is not workable, appears to be contrary to a prior 72

Commission Order and possibly the Public Utilities Act, would have many negative 73

consequences, and would ultimately harm customers.  What is puzzling is that Staff is 74

proposing a solution to a problem that does not exist.  Indeed, I am unaware of even one 75

instance where the Company disconnected a customer for non-payment of a non-utility 76

service.  While Staff’s goal of preventing disconnections for non-payment of non-utility 77

services is laudable, Nicor Gas’ current processes achieve that goal and there is no need 78

for new requirements.  Hence, there is no basis to adopt Staff’s costly, unworkable and 79

unnecessary proposal.  However, in the event that it is determined that the issue needs to 80

be addressed, there are more effective and less harmful means to achieve Staff’s goal.81

Q. How is your rebuttal testimony organized?82

A. After addressing more general issues, I address Staff’s proposed Section 280.60(e).83

D. ITEMIZED ATTACHMENTS84

Q. Are there any exhibits to your testimony?85

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas Exhibit 5.1 contains certain data request responses from the 86

Governmental and Consumer Intervenors (“GCI”).87
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II. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS88

Q. Being responsible for Nicor Gas’ Customer Care functions, do you have any general 89

observations concerning Intervenor proposed modifications to Part 280, or Staff’s 90

revised amendments to the rule?91

A. Yes.  These proposals raise several concerns.  First, many suggested amendments seek to 92

micromanage the utility’s operations.  Indeed, various proposals are prescriptive, making 93

assumptions as to what customers know, or should know, about certain issues.  For 94

example, GCI witness Ms. Alexander proposes a series of specific disclosures that should 95

be added to a utility’s obligations when discussing a new applicant’s request for service.  96

Another example is where GCI proposes that a utility should be required to include on its 97

bill a graphic representation of a customer’s current and historic usage. 98

In proposing such prescriptive rules, these parties are unreasonably limiting a 99

utility’s ability to respond to changing customer demands and technological 100

improvements.  Part 280 is a rule of general applicability to electric, gas, water, and 101

sewer utilities.  A one-size-fits-all approach simply does not work.  Each utility operates 102

in a unique service territory, with varying customer and operational needs.  Put another 103

way, what may work for Nicor Gas may not work for Illinois-American Water Company.  104

While Part 280 should provide general rules for utilities to follow, it must provide a 105

utility with flexibility to meet the requirements of the rule, and to meet its customers’ 106

expectations in an effective and cost-efficient manner.107

Second, many of the proposed amendments are a solution in search of a problem.  108

For example, GCI witness Ms. Alexander essentially proposes a re-write of Part 280, yet 109

she has admitted in data request responses that she did not undertake a review of 110
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customer complaints received by GCI members relating to Part 280 issues.  See attached 111

Nicor Gas Ex. 5.1.  She further admits that the proposed rule “is not a reflection of any 112

particular utility’s current practices.”  Id.  Consequently, she is proposing wholesale 113

changes to Part 280 without identifying any real problems with the existing Part 280 rule.  114

From both a policy and real world perspective, if parties cannot demonstrate that there 115

are actual, substantial issues with the existing rule, the Commission should be very 116

cautious about making dramatic and, apparently, unnecessary rule changes to practices 117

and rules that have prevailed for over 20 years.  118

My third concern relates to my second concern.  Specifically, many Staff and 119

Intervenor proposals, if adopted, will require Nicor Gas, and likely other utilities, to incur 120

substantial costs to address non-existent issues—costs ultimately borne by ratepayers.  As 121

described in this testimony and that of Nicor Gas witnesses Ms. Grove and 122

Mr. Lukowicz, the Company will be required to incur substantial costs to modify its 123

Information Technology (“IT”) infrastructure and business processes.  Absent any 124

showing that real, systemic problems exist with the provisions of current Part 280, it does 125

not make sound regulatory policy or economic sense to impose such costs on utilities and 126

their customers.127

My fourth concern is that many of the proposed amendments simply do not 128

balance the interests of all stakeholders.  For example, Nicor Gas has an obligation to all 129

customers to manage its bad debt expense.  However, certain proposed amendments 130

appear oblivious to balancing such interests.  For example, those amendments that seek to 131

eliminate or lessen the use of customer deposits and late payment penalties, or seek to 132

weaken approval requirements for new applicants.  While such proposals may be well-133
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intended, they impose more risk on paying customers through a likely increase in 134

uncollectible expense.135

Finally, it is imperative that the Commission not consider any proposed 136

amendment to Part 280 in isolation.  Over time, all utilities have developed IT 137

infrastructures, business processes and customer communication plans to meet the current 138

Part 280 requirements and their respective operational needs.  While the Company agrees 139

that certain amendments to Part 280 are necessary, wholesale changes to the rule will 140

require utilities to redesign systems and processes—an exercise that will take time and 141

add expense for utilities and their customers.142

Q. Given these concerns, what are your recommendations?143

A. Sections of Part 280 should not be amended simply based on the unsupported wishes of a 144

particular party.  Rather, if the current rule presents real, systemic issues, then the 145

Commission should amend the rule in a fashion that allows utilities to comply in an 146

effective and economically efficient manner, and which also allows flexibility in 147

recognition of the unique characteristics of each utility.  Nicor Gas has proposed certain 148

amendments to achieve that goal, and recommends various edits to Staff’s revised 149

proposals which balance the interests of all stakeholders.  150
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III. SUBPART E: PAYMENT151

A. SECTION 280.60 PAYMENT152

1. Partial Payment Allocation153

a) Current Processes Should Not Be Changed154

Q. In general, what is Nicor Gas’ view about Staff’s reasoning behind amending 155

Section 280.60(e)?156

A. The Company applauds Staff for wanting to protect customers from disconnection for 157

non-payment of non-utility charges.  In fact, Staff already has addressed this issue in 158

another Section of Part 280 – Section 280.130(c).  There is no need to again address this 159

issue in Section 280.60.  In fact, Staff is trying to solve a problem that does not exist.160

Nicor Gas already has a robust control system and has never disconnected a 161

customer for non-payment of non-utility charges.  Moreover, Staff fails to cite even one 162

instance where such an event has occurred.  There simply is no need to change current 163

payment allocation processes or adopt the new provisions set forth in Staff’s proposed 164

Section 280.60(e).165

CNE witness Mr. Fine also appears to share the view that the existing system is 166

not broken and does not need to be fixed.  Fein Dir., CNE Ex. 1.0., 3:18-20, 4:22-24.  167

Nicor National/NAE witness Ms. Pishevar similarly shares the view that changes to 168

current payment allocation practices are not needed.  Pishevar Dir., Nicor National/NAE 169

Ex. 1.0, 12:6-11.170

Q. Do you have any other comments about Staff’s proposed amendments to 171

Section 280.60(e)?172
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A. Yes.  As I describe in detail below, Staff’s proposal is unworkable.  Moreover, the new 173

definitions that Staff proposes for “Delivery Services for natural gas” fails to recognize 174

what charges comprise a gas utility’s bill.  Further, I am advised by counsel that Staff’s 175

proposal is contrary to a Commission Order that previously addressed the partial payment 176

issue for Nicor Gas in its Order in consolidated Docket Nos. 00-0620 and 00-0621.  177

Moreover, I am informed by counsel that Staff’s proposal also may conflict with the 178

provisions of Section 16-118 of the Public Utilities Act.  Nicor Gas intends to address 179

these legal issues in its briefs in this proceeding.180

b) Scope of Partial Payment Allocation Issue181

Q. How do partial payment allocations impact the Company’s billing system?182

A. The priority of payments is an integral part of Nicor Gas’ billing system, and is generally 183

referred to as the payment waterfall.  The payment waterfall determines which 184

obligations receive payment priority when a customer makes a payment in an amount less 185

than the total due on a bill.  186

Q. Is it possible for a partial payment to be made unintentionally?187

A. Yes.  Sometimes a payment and the next bill simply cross in the mail.  Such payments 188

constitute short pays, notwithstanding the customer’s sincere intent to pay his or her 189

outstanding obligations.  Put another way, there may be any number of events that may 190

impact whether a payment is deemed a “partial payment.”191

Q. How many partial payments does Nicor Gas receive on an annual basis?192

A. Based on late payment records, over 700,000 Nicor Gas customers make at least one 193

partial payment a year.  In addition, the average number of Nicor Gas customers with at 194
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least one past due outstanding unpaid bill is approximately 325,000, which is about 15% 195

of the Company’s total customer base.196

c) Staff’s Proposal197

Q. What did Staff propose regarding partial payment allocations in its rebuttal 198

testimony?199

A. Staff panel witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard accepted and/or proposed the 200

following changes (shown in legislative style) to Section 280.60(e) in their rebuttal 201

testimony:202

e) Partial payment allocation:203

1) A utility shall not apply payments towards any amount in 204

dispute.205

2) In the event that a customer submits a partial payment206

when arrearages exist, the utility shall apply the payment 207

first to those arrears that defer or eliminate the 208

disconnection process delivery services charges.  Any 209

remaining funds from the partial payment shall next be 210

applied to supplier power and energy charges.211

3) Absent a dispute or pending disconnection, In the event that 212

there are no arrearages, charges for delivery services shall 213

receive first priority over all other amounts due on a 214

customer’s bill.  After delivery services charges are paid, 215

funds shall next be applied to supplier power and energy 216

services.217

4) Partial payments shall not be applied towards non-utility, 218

non-supplier any other charges before payments are applied 219

towards utility and supplier commodity charges until all 220

delivery services charges and supplier power and energy 221

services charges are paid in full.222
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Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 14:304-16:363 and Att. J, pp. 23-24.  Staff panel 223

witnesses Mr. Agnew and Ms. Howard also added the following new definitions to 224

Section 280.20:225

“Delivery services” for electricity means those services provided 226

by the electric utility that are necessary in order for the 227

transmission and distribution systems to function so that retail 228

customers located in the electric utility’s services area can receive 229

electric power and energy and shall include, without limitation, 230

standard metering and billing services.231

“Delivery services” for natural gas means those services provided 232

by the natural gas utility that are necessary for distribution systems 233

to function so that retail customers located in the gas utility’s 234

service areas can receive natural gas to the customer. 235

“Supplier power and energy charges” means utility customer 236

billing amounts for competitive commodity natural gas and/or 237

electricity purchased from the customer’s chosen alternative 238

supplier.239

Agnew/Howard Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. J, pp. 4-5, 6.240

d) Concerns and Issues Resulting from Staff’s Proposed 241

Language242

Q. Does Nicor Gas have any concerns or issues with Staff’s new proposed partial 243

payment allocation algorithm?244

A. Yes.  Staff’s new partial payment allocation algorithm does not meet Staff’s express goal 245

of protecting customers from disconnection.  Further, Staff’s proposal is inconsistent with 246

the Company’s operations, tariff structure and billing system, and likely contrary to 247

customers’ wishes.  Staff’s proposal would be extremely difficult and expensive to 248

implement, confusing to customers, and have many negative consequences.  In short, the 249

partial payment allocation algorithm is not workable as proposed.250
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Q. Please describe your concerns and issues in more detail.251

A. As proposed, the partial payment algorithm does not work for several reasons.252

 The proposed rewrite defines “supplier power and energy charges” as amounts due 253

for “competitive commodity natural gas and/or electricity purchased from the 254

customer’s chosen alternative supplier.”  My understanding of this definition is that it 255

does not include utility-provided commodity because (i) a utility-provided 256

commodity may be competitively procured but is not generally considered 257

“competitive commodity”, and (ii) a utility is not an “alternative supplier” within its 258

own service territory.  Hence, the proposed rule breaks apart utility delivery services 259

from the utility provided commodity, and relegates the latter to the lowest priority 260

level behind delivery services and competitive power and energy charges.  If a 261

customer has switched to a competitive commodity supplier but is in arrears on his 262

prior utility-provided commodity, the charges for the utility-provided commodity 263

would not be paid in a partial payment scenario under Staff’s proposed payment 264

algorithm.265

 Each utility bill would need to be separated into component parts, such as delivery 266

charges, competitive energy and other, to ensure allocation of partial payments first to 267

delivery charges, then to competitive energy, and then to other.  By allocating partial 268

payments first to the delivery component of multiple bills, and then to competitive 269

energy on multiple bills, Customer Care operations would encounter immense 270

confusion from customers trying to understand their bills.  Further, certain charges 271

such as taxes and riders would need to be allocated into delivery, competitive supply, 272

and other components.  This allocation would be extremely difficult and expensive to 273
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implement, very confusing to customers and could put utilities at risk of defaulting on 274

tax collection obligations.275

 The proposed algorithm does not address the priority for deposits, deferred payment 276

arrangements (“DPAs”), medical payment arrangements (“MPAs”), and budget 277

payment plans (“BPPs”).  Further, the Staff proposal does not address priority for 278

other items, such as on-bill financing charges, and other charges collected through a 279

rider, including manufactured gas plant (“MGP”) remediation costs and various state 280

and municipal taxes.281

 The algorithm ignores aging of receivables, resulting in partial payments being 282

allocated first to clear 100% of outstanding delivery charges, then 100% of 283

outstanding competitive energy charges, before any residual amount gets assigned to 284

other items on the bills.  Several unintended consequences will arise, including non-285

payment of rider charges, taxes, other utility charges such as fees for returned checks, 286

and charges for non-utility services provided by the utility and other providers.287

 The proposed partial payment algorithm will stifle currently proposed, and undefined 288

future utility bill innovations, including on-bill financing related charges for energy 289

efficient appliances and possible sales of energy efficient measures under 290

Section 8-104 required Energy Efficiency plans.  291

 Customers who have a statutory right to request a 45 day due date, such as non-profit 292

churches and government buildings, will have an extremely difficult time 293

understanding their billing.  These customers receive a bill every 30 days, but have 294

45 days to pay before being considered delinquent.  Every bill issued has a previous 295
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balance on it as the payment is not yet due.  Nicor Gas has over 13,000 customers 296

who have chosen the 45 day due date option.  Trying to apply Staff’s proposed 297

payment allocation to these customers is incomprehensible.298

 Certain charges would not be in the payment waterfall and would never get paid with 299

an ongoing cycle of short payments or slow payments. 300

Q. What would be the effect of not assigning priority to amounts owing for deposits, 301

DPAs and MPAs?302

A. Deposit, DPA and MPA payments need priority or they may never get paid for a 303

customer making slow or short payments.  Because customers are generally subject to 304

disconnection for not making payments on deposits, DPAs and MPAs, the application of 305

partial payments to other obligations will subject those customers to possible 306

disconnection.  Thus, the partial payment allocation algorithm would contribute to an 307

increased number of disconnections and a lower number of successful payment 308

arrangements, which would increase the uncollectible expense paid by ratepayers 309

generally.  In this regard, the new partial payment allocation algorithm is directly 310

contrary to Staff’s stated goal of “ensuring that customers’ payments go first toward 311

those charges that will keep their utility services from being disconnected.”  312

Agnew/Howard Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 13:275-76.313

Q. Earlier in this testimony you stated that Staff’s proposal fails to consider payment 314

priority for Rider charges that are not deemed “delivery” charges under Staff’s 315

definition.  Can you provide examples of such Riders?316
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A. Yes.  Included on the Company’s bill are a number of statutorily required, and/or 317

Commission-approved rider charges that might not qualify as delivery charges under 318

Staff’s definition.  For Nicor Gas, such riders include:  (1) Rider 6 – purchased gas costs; 319

(2) Rider 12 – MGP site remediation costs; (3) Riders 2, 7 and 8 – municipal costs 320

including taxes; (4) Rider 26 – bad debt cost tracker; (5) Rider 29 – the Company’s 321

current energy efficiency cost tracker; (6) proposed Rider 30 – costs related to the 322

Company’s statutorily required energy efficiency program, currently pending in Docket 323

No. 10-0562; and (7) Rider 31 – the statutorily required on-bill financing program for 324

energy efficiency-related customer purchases.  All of these charges relate to costs that the 325

Company is allowed to recover from customers. 326

Q. Are there other utility charges that may be affected by the partial payment 327

allocation algorithm?328

A. Yes.  Other approved utility charges not meeting the definition of delivery services could 329

drop out of the payment waterfall and never get paid.  Such charges would include 330

reconnect charges, non-sufficient funds (“NSF”) charges, and utility service charges for 331

repairs on customer equipment or turn on / turn off for customer convenience.  As with 332

deposits and payment arrangements, non-payment of these utility charges may increase 333

disconnections, decrease successful payment arrangements, and increase the uncollectible 334

expenses ultimately paid by ratepayers generally.335

e) Impact on Third-Party Charges336

Q. You mentioned the impact of the new partial payment allocation algorithm on third-337

party charges.  Why should the impact on third-party charges be of concern to the 338

Commission?339
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A. As I previously testified, under the proposed algorithm any third-party charges would be 340

pulled out of the payment waterfall and may never get paid in a partial payment scenario.  341

This will have negative consequences to the customer, and should be of concern to the 342

Commission because:343

 Customers voluntarily choose these products and value them.344

 Customers want the convenience of the charges on their bill.345

 Future programs that would make sense to add to the utility bill, and that would 346

be positive to customers, such as energy efficiency programs (outside of on-bill-347

financing) would be impacted.348

Q. How will the impact of the payment algorithm on third-party charges affect 349

customers using the services provided by those parties?350

A. Customers may be harmed.  In general, alternate suppliers drop customers when they are 351

significantly past due, and the proposed partial payment allocation algorithm does not 352

recognize this particular nuance.  Failure to account for this aging in the payment 353

waterfall may result in additional customers being returned to utility service when they 354

would prefer to stay with their alternative supplier.  Customers who voluntarily chose to 355

have heating and cooling warranty products included on their utility bill could lose their 356

valuable service.  Customers who pay slow but consistent will never see their non-utility 357

and third party charges paid.  This could also cause higher late payment charges in 358

connection with those services, and result in discontinuation of a valued service.  The 359

non-payment of these providers will also cause customer confusion and frustration.  360

f) General Impacts on All Customers361

Q. Will the new partial payment allocation algorithm have impacts on other customers 362

not using utility billing for third party or non-utility services? 363
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A. Yes.  In general, all ratepayers are likely to see substantially increased costs reflected in 364

their rates.365

Many customer confusion problems will likely cause collection issues that may 366

increase bad debt.  Customer confusion will also significantly increase phone calls to 367

utilities and the Commission’s Consumer Services counselors, which will correspond to 368

increased call center costs.  As noted above, the average number of Nicor Gas customers 369

with at least one past due outstanding bill is approximately 325,000, the number of Nicor 370

Gas customers with more than one late payment charge is in excess of 700,000 annually 371

and the number of customers with 45 day due dates is over 13,000.  Customers within 372

these groups would definitely see their payment allocations change under the newly 373

proposed algorithm and, based on my experience, I estimate that at least one third of 374

these customers will be confused and will contact the utility to inquire about their bills.  375

This would result in over 113,000 to 240,000 additional call center inquiries annually and 376

most likely will result in much more. 377

Q. Will the proposed payment algorithm have a negative impact on Nicor Gas’ 378

computer billing system?379

A. Yes.  The proposed change to the partial payment algorithm would have a very 380

significant impact to Nicor Gas’ computer billing system, and I would expect it to have a 381

major impact to the other utilities’ billing systems as well.  Nicor Gas implemented a new 382

billing system in 2006.  The Company purchased a utility billing package from a 383

predecessor company of Oracle, Inc.  This system replaced Nicor Gas’ 40 year old billing 384

system that had been home grown over four decades.  The new billing system cost 385

$37.3 million dollars and took over five years to implement.  Implementing Staff’s 386
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proposed changes would require the billing system to be rebuilt from the ground up or 387

replaced entirely.  388

Q. Why would Staff’s proposed change require the billing system to be rebuilt or 389

replaced?390

A. Staff’s proposed payment allocation is not supported by Nicor Gas’s billing system, nor 391

do I believe it would be supported by any other utility billing system.  The practice of all 392

utilities in the last 10 to 15 years has been to purchase a utility billing system from a third 393

party and to modify it to fit the particular utility’s rates, tariffs, and rules and regulations 394

of the state in which the utility operates.  Payment posting and allocation is part of the 395

core billing framework.  The framework of the billing functionality for these packages is 396

based on common utility operating procedures, best practices, and generally accepted 397

accounting principles for aging of receivables.  None of Staff’s proposed changes fall into 398

common business or accounting practices.  The programming complexity to divide each 399

bill into component parts, including delivery, energy, taxes, riders, other utility, and other 400

non-utility, and then to track each classification to ensure proper matching with assigned 401

payments, is immense.  Information Technology costs for Nicor Gas to rebuild or replace 402

the billing system in order to implement these changes are likely to be at least what it cost 403

to put the new billing system in place in 2006, $37.3 million dollars, or could be even 404

more.  Revenue reporting from billing systems of utilities that are investor owned and 405

publicly traded is governed by Federal Sarbanes-Oxley law.  Changes to these systems 406

require incredible rigor, testing and controls.  This is one of the reasons it took Nicor Gas 407

five years to put the current system into service.  408
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For these reasons, it would be far more prudent for Staff to propose language that 409

has a desired outcome, such as “never disconnecting a customer for not paying a 410

non-utility charge,” but allow the utilities flexibility on how to achieve this within the 411

confines of the particular utility’s billing system framework.  Dictating exact steps a 412

utility has to take, such as the proposed payment allocation language, will force all 413

utilities, and eventually all ratepayers, to spend significant money and resources 414

needlessly. 415

g) Alternatives to Staff’s Proposal416

Q. What do you recommend if the Commission determines that Part 280 should 417

include additional requirements to ensure that customers’ payments go first toward 418

those charges that will keep their utility services from being disconnected?419

A. As noted above, there is no need to change current payment allocation processes to 420

accomplish Staff’s goal, and the new provisions set forth in Staff’s proposed 421

Section 280.60(e) are not needed.  If the Commission reaches a different conclusion, 422

there is a better way to achieve Staff’s goal without the expense, negative consequences, 423

and customer harm discussed earlier in my testimony.424

Q. What is Nicor Gas’ alternative recommendation?425

A. First, the Company proposes to add an additional safeguard to ensure that no customer 426

will be disconnected because a portion of a partial payment is applied to a non-utility 427

charge.  Adding this additional safeguard is the Company’s first preferred alternative.  428

Second, if the Commission decides to address the priority of payments notwithstanding 429

this additional safeguard, a revised payment hierarchy is needed that does not break apart 430
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utility services and maintains the existing limited preference for utility charges.  A 431

limited preference for utility obligations (i.e., utility arrears paid before non-utility 432

arrears, but non-utility arrears paid before current utility obligations) strikes an 433

appropriate and reasonable balance between non-discrimination and disconnection 434

avoidance.  In this regard, the partial payment allocation algorithm should include an 435

aging requirement, so that all amounts beyond a certain age, regardless of source, are 436

cleared before current balances are credited.  All billed charges, regardless of source, 437

should be included in the payment waterfall so as to apply payments in a non-438

discriminatory manner and minimize harm to customers.  This alternative proposal is 439

consistent with current practices and accounting principles for aging of receivables, 440

reflects the wishes of customers, and thus should minimize the cost to implement any 441

required billing system changes.  To summarize, this alternative proposal is fair and 442

reasonable to all parties, operates in a non-discriminatory manner, and should avoid or 443

minimize additional costs and loss of service to customers.444

Q. How does Nicor Gas propose to ensure that no customer will be disconnected 445

because a partial payment is applied to a non-utility charge?446

A. Nicor Gas proposes to include language, similar to Staff’s original language, providing 447

that if a utility receives a partial payment during the 45 day period after it sends or 448

delivers a disconnect notice to a customer, it shall apply the partial payment first to fulfill 449

any and all obligations of the customer that will defer or eliminate the disconnection 450

process.  This provision ensures that up to 100% of any partial payment is applied to the 451

unpaid obligations that will avoid or defer a disconnection before any funds are applied to 452

other obligations, and maximizes a customer’s ability to avoid disconnection.  453
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Q. What specific language does Nicor Gas propose to implement its alternative 454

proposal described above?455

A. The specific language Nicor Gas proposes as an alternative to Staff’s language for 456

Section 280.60(e), is shown in legislative style with new additions in blue and new 457

deletions in red:458

e) Partial payment allocation:459

1) A utility shall not apply partial payments towards any 460

amount in dispute until all other non-disputed obligations 461

have been paid in full.462

2) In the event that a utility receives a partial payment during 463

the 45 day period after it sends or delivers a disconnect 464

notice to a customer, it shall first apply the partial payment 465

to fulfill any and all obligations of the customer that will 466

defer or eliminate the disconnection process.467

3) In the event that a customer submits a partial payment468

when arrearages exist and a disconnect notice is not 469

pending as specified in paragraph (2) of this subsection, or 470

if the requirements of paragraph (2) of this subsection have 471

been satisfied by the full payment of all obligations of the 472

customer that will defer or eliminate the disconnection 473

process, the utility shall allocate such partial payment, or 474

the remaining balance of such partial payment, to 475

outstanding charges in the following order: apply the 476

payment first to those arrears that defer or eliminate the 477

disconnection process delivery services charges.  Any 478

remaining funds from the partial payment shall next be 479

applied to supplier power and energy charges.480

(a) first, apply any remaining portion of the partial 481

payment to fulfill any obligation of the customer to482

maintain a deposit with the utility;483

(b) next, apply any remaining portion of the partial 484

payment to the customer’s obligations under an 485

existing DPA or MPA or, if there is no DPA or 486

MPA in place for the customer, to utility charges 487

that are past due;488
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(c) next, apply on a pro rata basis any remaining 489

portion of the partial payment to all non-utility 490

charges that are past due;491

(d) next, apply any remaining portion of the partial 492

payment to current utility charges that are not past 493

due; and494

(e) last, apply on a pro rata basis any remaining portion 495

of the partial payment to all current non-utility 496

charges that are not past due.497

3) Absent a dispute or pending disconnection, In the event that 498

there are no arrearages, charges for delivery services shall 499

receive first priority over all other amounts due on a 500

customer’s bill.  After delivery services charges are paid, 501

funds shall next be applied to supplier power and energy 502

services.503

4) Partial payments shall not be applied towards non-utility, 504

non-supplier any other charges before payments are applied 505

towards utility and supplier commodity charges until all 506

delivery services charges and supplier power and energy 507

services charges are paid in full.508

As noted earlier, Nicor Gas’ first alternative recommendation is for the Commission to 509

adopt the safeguard reflected in paragraphs (1) and (2) above, and to adopt paragraph (3) 510

in the event it decides to address payment hierarchy.  511

The Company also proposes the following edits to definitions contained in 512

Section 280.20:513

“Delivery services” for electricity means those services provided by the 514

electric utility that are necessary in order for the transmission and 515

distribution systems to function so that retail customers located in the 516

electric utility’s services area can receive electric power and energy and 517

shall include, without limitation, standard metering and billing services.518

“Delivery services” for natural gas means those services provided by the 519

natural gas utility that are necessary for distribution systems to function so 520

that retail customers located in the gas utility’s service areas can receive 521

natural gas to the customer. 522
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“Supplier power and energy charges” means utility customer billing 523

amounts for competitive commodity natural gas and/or electricity 524

purchased from the customer’s chosen alternative supplier.525

“Utility charges” means, with respect to a utility customer, amounts the 526

utility customer owes to the utility for (i) charges under the terms of the 527

utility’s tariff or (ii) for goods or services otherwise provided to the 528

customer by the utility.529

“Non-utility charges” means, with respect to a utility customer, amounts 530

billed to the utility customer on the utility’s bill that are owed by the utility 531

customer to a person or entity other than the billing utility.532

IV. CONCLUSION533

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony?534

A. Yes.535




